Page 1-line 5 After "purchase;" delete balance of line.

Page 1-lines 6 and 7 Delete entirely.

Page 10-line 1 After "special" delete "or regular" and insert ", general or budget".

Page 17-after line 7 In the Senate standing committee amendment (HB0249SS001/AE) to this line, in the paragraph beginning with "Section 2." created by that amendment, delete "(i)(intro) as (ii)(intro)" and insert "(i) as (ii)".

Page 17-line 23 Delete "segregated"; after "assets" insert "if segregated or from a proportionate distribution if recommended by the board".

Page 18-line 4 After "asset" insert ", if segregated".

Page 18-line 11 After "asset" insert ", if segregated".

Page 19-line 2 Delete "used to purchase an".

Page 19-line 3 Delete "asset".

Page 19-line 14 Delete "each segregated set of" and insert "the"; after "assets" insert "if segregated or if allocated proportionally among the assets if recommended by the board". PERKINS, BEBOU